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Thursday 8th September
Dear Parents,

Welcome back to the new school year which sees Deer class as a mixed Year 5/6 class for the first time in a couple of
years. I hope everybody had an enjoyable break and the children are all ready for the challenges of the year ahead.
The children have quickly settled into the new routines and expectations of their new class and have been working
hard to get their hand muscles back to full fitness.

On to learning...In Maths this term we will be learning about place value, the four number operations and finally
moving onto the start of the fractions block. We use the White Rose Maths scheme which breaks the learning down
into small steps and lessons are taught in a specific sequence. This allows the children to build on their prior learning
throughout the weeks, terms and years.

For Writing this year we have adopted "The Write Stuff" by Jane Considine to bring clarity to the mechanics of

writing.  "The Write Stuff" follows a method called "Sentence Stacking" which refers to the fact that sentences are

stacked together chronologically and organised to engage children with short, intensive moments of learning that

they can then immediately apply to their own writing.  An individual lesson is based on a sentence model, broken into

3 learning chunks.

Each learning chunk has three sections:

● Initiate section – a stimulus to capture the children’s imagination and set up a sentence.
● Model section – the teacher models a sentence that outlines clear writing features and techniques.
● Enable section – the children write their sentence, following the model.

Children are challenged to ‘Deepen the Moment’ which requires them to independently draw upon previously learnt

skills and apply them to their writing during that chunk.

"The Write Stuff"  uses three essential components to support children in becoming great writers

The three zones of writing :-

● IDEAS -  The FANTASTICs uses a child friendly acronym to represent the nine idea lenses through which
children can craft their ideas.

● TOOLS - The GRAMMARISTICS. The grammar rules of our language system and an accessible way to target
weaknesses in pupils' grammatical and linguistic structures.

● TECHNIQUES - The BOOMTASTICs which helps children capture 10 ways of adding drama and poetic
devices to writing in a vivid visual.

This term’s topic is World War II and this will encompass many aspects of the children’s learning. We will be reading
‘The Amazing Story of Adolphus Tips’ by Michael Morpurgo which tells the story of a young girl’s experiences of
meeting evacuees from London, her father being away at war and the arrival of Yanks to her sleepy seaside village.
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In History lessons the children will learn about the events which led to the start of WWII and the key events which
led to Britain’s involvement. They will also study the key concepts of conflict, society, main events (chronology),
power and legacy, through the study of rationing, evacuation, propaganda and the Blitz.

Weekly spellings are set on a Friday and tested the following Friday. The children will have the whole term’s
spellings already stuck in their spelling books. They should fill a double page with practice which they can do
throughout the week at home using a range of strategies (see the front of their spelling book for ideas). Homework
will vary between SPaG.com and arithmetic papers. I will send an example arithmetic paper so that you can support
your child in completing this homework. I will also send home a SPaG definitions booklet to help you understand the
difference between determiners and subordination! The children should be using Doodle Maths and Doodle Tables
several times a week as well.

We will be using the new Accelerated Reader programme which ensures that children are reading books which are
appropriate to their ability. Mr Griffith and I also keep a close eye on the books the children are reading and we
expect to see them progressing through a variety of books throughout the year. We have a fully stocked bookshelf full
of high-quality texts for them to choose from.

Mrs Beale will teach the class on a Monday afternoon. They will have a PE (netball) lesson during this afternoon as
well as a RE lesson ‘Agape’.

Mrs Meissner will teach the children on Thursday afternoon. She will teach the DT topic ‘Electrical systems: Doodlers’
which explores series circuits further and introduces motors. The children will explore how the design cycle can be
approached at a different starting point, by investigating an existing product, which uses a motor, to encourage pupils
to problem-solve and work out how the product has been constructed, ready to develop their own.She will also teach
the Science topic which is ‘Animals, including humans’ in which we will study the circulatory system and this will be
taught by Mrs Meissner.

Computing will cover ‘Computing systems and Networks’. PSHE will use our Jigsaw scheme and the unit is titled
‘Being me in my world’. Our second session of PE (football) this term will be on Wednesday afternoon taught by
myself. It is advisable that PE kit is at school all week. Please ensure long hair is tied back on these days and earrings
can be removed or covered.

Please do not hesitate to come and see me if you have any questions or queries. I believe a strong teacher-parent
relationship is essential to ensure your child makes the most progress they can. I also know that a happy child who
feels safe and cared for at school will make the most of their days so please keep me informed of any changes you
feel may affect their well-being.

Yours sincerely

Mr Gunning
Deputy Headteacter
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